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Lensing to Search for the Brightest High-z Galaxies

What do the first galaxies look like?
What are their morphologies, kinematics?  

Faint metal lines?

Our real-world view of most high-z galaxies is 
spatially limited (Shibuya+15)  

…fuzzy red blobs

Beyond number counts: let’s search for 
magnified, spatially distorted images of 

galaxies to study in great detail

CANDELS stacks
Finkelstein+15
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❖ Frontier Fields: 6 clusters, 560 orbits

❖ CLASH: 25 clusters, 524 orbits

❖ RELICS: 41 clusters, 190 orbits
} 72 clusters

~2,000 HST hours

Note: lensing bright, different from intrinsically bright from wide-field surveys
see UltraVista (Boweler+), SILVERFISH/GOLDRUSH (Ouchi+), BoRG (Trenti+)



Reionization Lensing Cluster Survey 
PI Dan Coe

❖ 41 clusters over 46 fields
❖ HST ACS (B, V, I)  

        WFC3(Y, J, JH, H) 
S-RELICS (PI Bradac, ~150 hr)  
Spitzer 3.6, 4.5µm

❖ Cluster selection based on masses  
& existing ACS data

❖ High-z selection by IR weighted  
stack and photo-z  
(see Salmon+18, 1710.08930)

Coe et al. (in prep)



Many High-z Galaxies at Bright Magnitudes

Clusters span the range from 
producing many high-z 
candidates, to very few

Number counts per magnitude ~similar 
to CLASH (with same methods)

Salmon+18
(ApJ submitted)



We Release all z=6-8 Candidates Indiscriminately 

Salmon+18
(ApJ submitted)

Targets made public 
prior to JWST Cycle 1

Several sources are 
among the brightest 

(lensed) known at these 
redshifts, comparable to 
much wider or deeper 

surveys
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Number Counts: Proto-LF, Pre-Completeness

❖ At z~6, number counts agree 
at bright end with a lensed LF

❖ Number densities wane at 
z~7 and z~8

❖ Lens models, Spitzer 
photometry, and 
completeness coming soon 
for all 41 clusters!

❖ Clearly dominated by 
completeness at z>7

Salmon+18
(ApJ submitted)



On the Accelerated Evolution at z>8

Oesch+17

❖ Oesch+17 report fewer z=9-10 
galaxies than expected from 
LF evolution

❖ Remains to be seen if the lack 
of copious z=9-10 galaxies in 
RELICS contributes to deficit

❖ An open debate JWST should 
solve

❖ z=9-10 candidates all the more 
precious



Searching for z=9-10 Galaxies in RELICS
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POW! You got Spitzered!
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A Candidate z=10 Galaxy Arc
Salmon+18 (in prep)

Not in ACS
Not in Y or J bands, 

Some noise in JH band, 
11-sigma in H-band

Possibly a bright 
nugget with arced tails 

at each end

Bright z~3 Spitzer 
neighbor, considered 

unreliable/upper limits
S/N [3.6µm]=2.5
S/N [4.5µm]=3.5
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Competing Non-Detections: Spitzer vs Counter Images
Salmon+18 (in prep)

As yet, no detection of 
a counter-image

One area near detector 
edge and IR bright star 

and elliptical, other 
should be clear

Reconstructed image 
still 2:1 in direction of 
shear, could be right 
below detection limit



Upper Limits on Physical Properties & Bayesian Evidence

❖ z~10 physical upper-limits typical 
of main sequence SF galaxy

❖ M<109.5, SFR<30, AUV< 3
❖ z~10 upper-limit properties are 

very peculiar

❖ M<108.2, SFR=0.2, AUV>7 
             EW=1600A!

❖ If 3.6, 4.5µm are any lower, z~2 
solution dissipates

Salmon+18 (in prep)



z=2 Solution Must be Physically Unique

[OIII] EW must be ~1600A, 
high for its z~2 Mass

UV Attenuation must be ~7 mag
also high for this EW and Mass

Malkan+17
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See also Pirzkal+13



z=9 Galaxies Are  Small
Zitrin+14 Coe+13

Holwerda+15

z=9-10 candidates are  small, even those 
multiply imaged (effective radii <0.8“)
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z=9-10 candidates are  small, even those 
multiply imaged (effective radii <0.8“)

Reconstructed z~10 arc on upper end 
of z=9-10 candidate distribution



z=10 Arc in Context

De-lensed magnitude as low as H~28 mag
In a cluster with many 2nd highest number of high-z candidates (out of 41!)
Within top ~5 most-distant galaxy candidates, but with spatial information



Conclusions

❖ Released z=6-8 lensed candidates from RELICS
❖ W. similar methods we find comparable 

number counts as CLASH (in 2/3 the time)
❖ Remains to be seen if the few z=9-10 RELICS 

candidates contribute to SFR Density deficit

❖ A new z~10 galaxy candidate arced by lensing
❖ Non-detections: Spitzer vs counter images
❖ Upper limits on z~10 properties are reasonable
❖ z~2 properties must abnormal (but testable!)


